GLOSSARY OF JAPANESE WORDS USED IN THE THESIS

Betanumu ni heiwa O, Shimin bunka dantani rengo (Beherein, Committee to peace in Vietnam)

Dango (behind the scene negotiations)

Fukuko Kyohei (a rich country and strong military)

Gokenron -constitutional defense party,

Heiwa (peace).

Hikaku sangensuku --Three non-nuclear principles

Kashin (Good News)

Koe naki Koe no kai (Voice of the Voiceless)

Koksai Kokka Nippon (Japan an international State)

Kokusai Kyonatai (International Relief Force)

Minshuto (DPJ)

Minzo to Heiwa (The nation and peace).

Kokudo Keibitai (National Guard)

Nihon Heiwa Kai” Peace society in Japan,

Nippon Keidanren (Japan Business Federation)

Heiwa Mondai Denwakai (Peace issues discussion Group.)

Rikyo Zasshi ( Tokyo Unitarian Association)

Zaibatsu (the big Business enterprises).

Zoku (faction)